DIY See Thru Face Mask

**Supplies**
- 2 - 2” X 9.5” Cotton Fabric
- 2 -2” x 9.5” Dish Towel Fabric
- 1 – 2.5” x 7.5” Clear Plastic Vinyl
- 1 – 7” Twist Tie / Pipe Cleaner
- 1 – ¼” x 13” for the top around the head attachment
- 1 – ¼” x 10” for the bottom around the head attachment

**Instructions**

2. Turn right sides out and press seam closed.

3. Stitch 3/8” from seam on outside across one set of fabrics to form pocket for pipe cleaner.

4. Press.

5. Insert pipe cleaner

6. Stitch vinyl to cotton/dish towel 1” from each end. DO NOT USE PINS FOR STABILIZATION – THIS MAKES HOLES IN THE VINYL AND ALLOWS PARTICLES TO PASS THROUGH.

7. Press seams flat away from vinyl, being careful not to melt vinyl.

8. Fold ends of cotton /dish towel over to finish edges and press.

9. Attach the long piece of elastic to the top of mask.

10. Attach the short piece of elastic to the bottom of mask.

11. Fold mask in half and pinch twist tie/pipe cleaner to adjust to nose.